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1 Introduction

An attractive GUI is reliant upon well designed images and fonts. The more complex
the GUI demo is, the more of these assets are required, leading to greater memory
resources being consumed. If the MCU selected for a design does not have abundant
on-chip Flash and on-chip RAM to store images and fonts, it means that you have to use
off-chip Flash and off-chip RAM.

Fortunately, LVGL provides file system mechanism to support external storage device
like SD card or serial Flash. This application note uses LPC55S06 as the target MCU.
It takes the implementation of an E-Bike UI as an example to introduce how to use the
LVGL file system to support a low-cost external serial Flash. The external serial flash
used in this application note is a Winbond W25Q64.

In addition to providing graphic functionality, LVGL supports an input device mechanism.
This application note introduces how to use hardware buttons as LVGL input devices to
achieve screen switching.

2 LPC55S06 overview

LPC55S0x/LPC550x is a family of highly cost effective Arm Cortex-M33-based micro-
controllers for embedded applications and includes the following features:

• Running at a frequency of up to 96 MHz
• TrustZone option for isolation of secure and non-secure code
• Floating Point Unit (FPU) and Memory Protection Unit (MPU)
• Up to 96 kB of on-chip RAM
• Up to 256 kB of on-chip Flash
• CAN-FD
• Five general-purpose timers
• SCTimer/PWM
• RTC/alarm timer
• 24-bit Multi-Rate Timer (MRT)
• Windowed Watchdog Timer (WWDT)
• Code Watchdog
• High-speed SPI (50 MHz)
• Eight flexible serial communication peripherals (each of which can be a USART, SPI,

I2C, or I2S interface)
• 16-bit 2.0 M samples/sec ADC capable of simultaneous conversions
• Temperature sensor.

The MCU features listed above are closely related to display performance include system
frequency, Flash capacity, RAM capacity, and SPI communication rate. This demo uses
high-speed SPI to connect to external serial Flash.

3 LVGL overview

LVGL is an open-source graphics library providing everything that you need to create
embedded GUI with easy-to-use graphical elements, beautiful visual effects, and low
memory footprint.

Key features:
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• Open source and free to use under MIT license
• Written in C (C++ compatible) and hosted on GitHub
• More than 30 powerful, fully customizable widgets, such as, button, image button,

checkbox, switch, slider, label, arc, bar, line, canvas, image, roller, slider, meter, table,
text area, animation, calendar, chart, list, menu, message box, tabview

• Display of any resolution, GPU support, Multi display support
• Supports multiple types of input devices, such as:

– Pointer-like input device like touchpad or mouse
– Keypads like a normal keyboard or simple numeric keypad
– Encoders with left/right turn and push options
– External hardware buttons which are assigned to specific points on the screen

• Drawing features, such as:
– anti-aliasing
– shadow
– line, arc, polygon
– mask

• Text features, such as;
– UTF-8 support
– Kerning
– word wrap and auto texts scrolling
– Arabic and Persian support
– font compression
– subpixel rendering
– online and offline font converter
– interface for custom font engine
– FreeType integration example
– multi-language support

• Image features, such as:
– various color formats: RGB, ARGB, Chroma keyed, indexed, alpha only
– Real-time recoloring of images
– Real-time zoom and rotation
– Images can be stored in flash or files (such as, SD card)
– Online and offline image converter
– Image decoder interface for caching
– PNG integration example

• Styles, such as:
– Cascade styles (like in CSS)
– Reuse the styles in multiple widgets
– Local styles for simple changes
– Themes to give a default appearance
– Transitions (animations) on state change

• Micropython support
• Rich demo examples and documents
• Supported by GUI Guider, free UI design tool of NXP

For more details, see the LVGL page.

LVGL version used in this application note is 8.0.2.
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4 GUI Guider overview

GUI Guider is a user-friendly graphical user interface development tool from NXP that
enables the rapid development of high-quality displays with the open-source LVGL
graphics library. The drag-and-drop editor of GUI Guider makes it easy to utilize the many
features of LVGL, such as, widgets, animations, and styles to create a GUI with minimal
or no coding at all.

With the click of a button, you can run your application in a simulated environment or
export it to a target project. Generated code from GUI Guider can easily be added to an
MCUXpresso IDE, IAR Embedded Workbench, or Keil uVision project. It accelerats the
development process and allows you to seamlessly add an embedded user interface to
your application.

GUI Guider is free to use with general purpose and crossover MCUs of NXP. It includes
built-in project templates for several supported platforms.

For more details, refer to GUI Guider.

GUI Guider version used in this application note is 1.3.1.

5 E-bike demo overview

The E-Bike demo is a GUI application with three screens which are named as Overview,
Ride 1 and Ride 2 respectively, as shown in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4. At the
bottom of these screens, three buttons with labels <, >, and ^ are used to switch the
current screen to the previous, next, and home screen respectively. Overview is the first
screen displayed after the system reboot, so it is referred to the home screen from here
on.

Figure 1 shows the hardware platform. It is specially customized for the E-Bike demo.

Figure 1. Hardware platform

The Home button is used to switch back to the home screen from another active screen.
The Down button is used to switch to the next screen, and the Up button is used to
switch to the previous screen.

For example, assuming that the current active screen is Ride 1,

• if the Down button is pressed, it switches to the Ride 2 screen.
• if the Home button or Up button is pressed, it switches to the home screen.
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Figure 2. Overview (home) screen

Figure 3. Ride 1 screen
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Figure 4. Ride 2 screen

To learn how to use GUI Guider to perform GUI design, including creating projects,
adding widgets, setting widget properties, adding events, simulating, generating code
and downloading to the target board and running, see Smart Home Demo on GUI Guider
for LPC546xx (document AN13694).

6 External serial flash support

As mentioned above, the on-chip Flash on LPC55S06 is 256 kB, which is not enough to
store the image resources used in this demo. The rest of this section describes how to
set up the design to use the external flash, step by step.

1. Setup the pins for the alternate function related to the high-speed SPI interface, as
shown in Table 1 and Figure 5.

SPI Pin Alternate Function

MOSI PIO0_26 9

SSEL1 PIO1_1 5

SCK PIO1_2 6

MISO PIO1_3 6

Table 1. Alternative function for IOs connected to external serial flash

2. Initialize the high-speed SPI interface with HS_SPI_Init function shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. High-speed SPI initialization
3. Add source file and header file for driving external serial flash to the generated code

project. Here we assume that you have used GUI Guider to complete the GUI page
design and have generated a code project based on the Keil IDE. Figure 6 shows the
directory where the driver files are stored in the code project folder. Figure 7 shows
the group where the driver files are located in a Keil project.
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Figure 6. External serial flash driver directory

Figure 7. Keil group for external serial flash driver
4. Add a call to the initialization function for driving external serial flash to the main()

function, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Call initialization function to main() function

7 External storage for image resources

This demo uses a separate and external operation for loading the images into flash. To
download the image resources used in this demo to the external serial flash, prepare the
image files and then download them using a debug probe (SEGGER J-Link).

1. Convert BMP, JPG, or PNG images to binary format using online image converter.
The image converter is available at Online image converter - BMP, JPG or PNG to C
array or binary.

Figure 9. URL for LVGL online image converter
One key point is to select the correct color format and output format for the image
converter. GUI Guider version 1.3.1 supports two color formats, as shown in
Figure 10. Here, this demo selects True Color Alpha.
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Figure 10. Color formats supported by GUI Guider
For the output format, see the configuration file called lv_conf.h in the code project.
Here, this demo selects 16-bit color depth without swap.

Figure 11. Color depth supported by GUI Guider

Figure 12. Color format and output format configuration for image converter
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Figure 13. Dither and endian configuration for image converter
2. Merge the binary image files generated in Step 1 into a single binary file called

mergeBinFile.bin, using binary merge tool called MultipleBinFileMergeTool.cpp,
as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Merging of binary image files
3. Download the merged binary image file generated in Step 2 to the external serial

Flash. To achieve this operation, create a flash driver for the J-Link and the J-Flash
utility used to perform the programming operation, as described below.
a. To program the flash memory in our design with J-Link probe, a driver or an

algorithm file (called an FLM file) is required. Place the programming algorithm
file for the external serial flash to the specific file directory for NXP devices in the
SEGGER driver installation, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. External serial flash programming algorithm file directory
b. Locate the JLinkDevices.xml within the J-Link installation directory. For example,

the JLinkDevices.xml is placed at the directory shown in Figure 16. This file is
used by the J-Link driver to identify all supported flash devices and to find their
associated drivers.

Figure 16. JLinkDevices.xml directory
Add the algorithm index entry shown below for the external serial flash that we
are using at the end of the JLinkDevices.xml file, as shown in Figure 17. The
index entry is shown below:

<Device>
 <ChipInfo Vendor="NXP" Name="LPC55S06_SPIFlash_W25Q64"
 WorkRAMAddr="0x20000000" WorkRAMSize="0x8000" 
 Core="JLINK_CORE_CORTEX_M33" />
 <!-- MCU does not have memory mapped flash area, instead
 a virtuell address is used. -->
 <FlashBankInfo Name="EXTSPI" BaseAddr="0xC0000000"
 MaxSize="0x400000" Loader="Devices/NXP/
LPC55S06_W25Q64.FLM" 
 LoaderType="FLASH_ALGO_TYPE_CMSIS" />
<Device>                        
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Figure 17. External flash programming algorithm index location
Note:  Loader="Devices/NXP/LPC55S06_W25Q64.FLM" indicates the file path
of the flash programming algorithm file. Users can modify the file name and file
path according to your needs, but ensure that they are synchronized with the
actual file name and file directory.

c. Start up J-Flash.exe located in the directory, as shown in Figure 18. After J-Flash
is started, the main interface is as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 18. J-Flash directory
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Figure 19. J-Flash main interface
d. Click File -> New project, and the Create New Project dialog box pops up, as

shown in Figure 20. Select Target interface and Speed according to the actual
situation. Here, we select SWD and 4000 kHz.

Figure 20. Create New Project dialog box
e. Click … button and the Target Device Settings dialog box pops up, as shown in

Figure 21. Since the target device is LPC55S06, use LPC55S06 as key word to
search the desired target device.
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Figure 21. Target Device Settings dialog box
Select LPC55S06_SPIFlash_W25Q64, and it is exactly the flash programming
algorithm index added in the JLinkDevices.xml in Step b.

f. In Figure 21, click OK to return Figure 20. In Figure 20, click OK to complete
project creation, as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Created J-Flash project
g. Click Options -> Project settings, and the Project settings dialog box

pops up, as shown in Figure 23. Click MCU, enable Use J-Link script file,
and select script file for LPC55S06. This script file used in this demo is
LPC55S06.JLinkScript and its contents are as shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 23. Use script to configure J-Flash project
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Figure 24. Script file for J-Flash project setting
h. To save the created project, click File -> Save project as….
i. To load the merged binary image file, mergeBinFile.bin, to J-Flash, click File ->

Open data file….
j. To establish connection between J-Flash tool on PC and the debugger on the E-

Bike hardware platform, click Target -> Connect.
k. To erase the entire external serial flash, click Target -> Manual Programming ->

Erase Chip.
l. To program the merged binary image file, mergeBinFile.bin, to the external

serial flash on the E-Bike hardware platform, click Target -> Manual
Programming -> Program.

8 SRAM3 enablement

When developing a GUI application, you may encounter errors shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. No space error

To solve this error, first understand the root cause of the error. The root cause of the no
space error is that the Flash and/or RAM is not large enough to store the GUI application.
There are two reasons for the lack of Flash and/or RAM:

• The first is that the memory resources of the MCU are not fully utilized.
• The second is that although the memory resources of the MCU are fully utilized, they

are not enough to store the entire GUI application due to the small storage capacity of
the selected MCU.

To judge whether a GUI application fully utilizes memory resources or not, check the
files describing the allocation of memory resources, such as, scatter-loading (or linker)
file of Keil IDE. This document takes LPC55S06 as an example to explain how to judge
whether the memory resources are fully utilized.

To obtain the memory resources of LPC55S06, see LPC55S0x/LPC550x User Manual
(document UM11424), as shown in Figure 26. LPC55S06 has a total of 256 kB on-chip
Flash, of which the system reserves 12 kB and user applications use the remaining
244 kB. LPC55S06 has a total of 96 kB on-chip RAM, including 16 kB SRAMX, 32 kB
SRAM 0, 16 kB SRAM 1, 16 kB SRAM 2, and 16 kB SRAM 3.

To create a GUI application using GUI Guider, generate a code project based on
Keil IDE and then open the scatter-loading file to view the memory allocation, as
shown in Figure 27. For RAM, the scatter-loading file specifies the RAM address
space from 0x20000000 to 0x2000FFFF as the data section, excluding SRAM3
(0x20010000-0x20013FFF). The RAM address space is not fully utilized. As for Flash,
all 244 kB on-chip flash are used for code section whose size is 0x0003CE00 plus
0x00000200. Therefore, the Flash address space is fully utilized.

Since we have found that the RAM is not fully utilized, we can enable SRAM 3 together
with SRAM 0, 1, 2 as the data section. The available RAM space is increased from 64
kB to 80 kB. For how to enable SRAM 3, see SRAM3 Usage in LPC55(s)06 (document
AN13628).
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Figure 26. LPC55S06 memory resources

Figure 27. Scatter-loading file for LPC55S06

9 Hardware button control for screen switching

This section describes how to implement screen switching using hardware buttons. LVGL
supports the following types of input devices:
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• Pointer-like input device, such as touchpad or mouse
• Keypads, such as, a normal keyboard or a simple numeric keypad
• Encoders with left/right turn and push options
• External hardware buttons which are assigned to specific points on the screen

To implement screen switching using hardware buttons, follow the steps below:

1. To register an input device, initialize an lv_indev_drv_t variable, as shown in
Figure 28.

Figure 28. Register an input device
2. Implement button reading related functions, including button_read,

button_get_pressed_id, and button_is_pressed, as shown in Figure 29,
Figure 31, and Figure 32.

Figure 29. Implementation of button_read
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Figure 30. Set button quantity

Figure 31. Implementation of button_get_pressed_id
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Figure 32. Implementation of button_is_pressed

For more details for inputting device, see input device in LVGL.

10 File system support for external serial Flash

LVGL has a File system abstraction module that enables you to attach any type of file
system. Here, we build a simple file system for external serial flash, which makes it
possible to operate image files stored on external serial Flash through file API functions.
For more details about file system in LVGL, see File System in LVGL.

10.1 Get file system template file and add them to the code project
For fast file system porting, LVGL provides a file system template file. First, clone the
LVGL graphics library located on Git hub. The Git hub link for the LVGL graphics library is
here.

The LVGL file system template file is lv_port_fs_template.c and the corresponding
header file is lv_port_fs_template.h. The directory of these two files is shown in
Figure 33.
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Figure 33. File system template file directory

Copy these two files to the code project directory and rename them to lv_port_fs.c
and lv_port_fs.h, as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34. File system porting files directory

Add lv_port_fs.c and lv_port_fs.h to the source group of the Keil project, as
shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Add File system porting files to Keil project

10.2 Implement file operation functions
To implement file operation functions, see the lv_port_fs.c file in the attached code
project. Noteworthy file operation functions include lv_port_fs_init, fs_init, fs_open,
fs_close, fs_read, fs_seek, fs_tell, and fs_size.

Here we focus on the fs_open function. The fs_open function consists of several if
statements, each if statement corresponds to a binary image file, as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36. Part of implementation of fs_open

As shown in Figure 36, ebike_gps_arrow.bin is the binary image file used in this demo.
The base_addr and offset are the base address and address offset in the external
serial flash which stores ebike_gps_arrow.bin. Here, ebike_gps_arrow.bin is stored at
address 534248, so we can specify the base_addr as 534248 and the offset as 0. The
size is the file size of ebike_gps_arrow.bin. Here, it is 4036 bytes.
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That means, if you want to add a new image to the GUI application, convert the image
file to binary format, download it to the external serial flash, and add an if statement. In
this if statement, specify the base address, the offset, and the file size.

To display the image file which has been stored in external serial flash, use the code
shown in Figure 37 to load image data from the external flash to LVGL.

Figure 37. Load image data in external serial flash to LVGL

11 Summary

This application note focuses on the application of LVGL and GUI Guider on memory-
constrained MCU, including external serial flash support, storing images to external serial
flash, making full use of memory resources, using hardware buttons to switch screen,
and file system support.

The information related to this demo, including code, images, and image merging tools,
are available together with this application note.

Note:  The J-Link loading is same for IAR and MCUXpresso IDE except for differences
around linker file. For MCUXpresso IDE, linker file can be a little more difficult, and for
IAR, it should be straightforward though.
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Terms and conditions of commercial sale — NXP Semiconductors
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